PARTNER BRIEF

Increase online conversions with the first integration to
combine conversational analytics & web experience data
The Invoca + Decibel integration delivers a complete online-to-offline view
into your conversion funnel so you can optimize the digital experience to
increase customer acquisition, conversion rates, and revenue.

Key Benefits:

Get deeper c stomer insights. ith data from the web
experience, the call recording and call outcome, you’ll see
the end-to-end customer journey. 


reate better online experiences. earn exactly where
prospects leave the website in frustration and then improve
or A test for better outcomes.


Identi y call drivers. See which web pages and web
experiences either positive or negative are driving
web visitors to pick up the phone.


Increase conversion rate. Discover whether the quickest
path to conversion is to optimize for ecommerce and
convert online or to encourage a phone call.
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Better Together

Invoca’s call tracking and conversational analytics platform
connects online experiences with phone calls providing a
full view of the customer journey, while Decibel’s AI engine
analyzes every web session so you can use those insights
to optimize every digital experience. 

The industry-first integration of Invoca + Decibel connects
a user's online web experience with the phone call it drove
for a single end-to-end view of the conversion funnel, both
at the user level and the high level.

See each experience. The web session score, phone
call, call recording, and call outcome can be viewed in
one place so you can see exactly what drove the call and
if it resulted in a conversion like a purchase,
appointment set, etc.
See the high-level view. Imported calls can be visualized
in Signal Discovery, Invoca’s industry-leading AI call map.
You’ll see which topics all calls share and then drill down
into the map to see the common words spoken and listen
to sample call recordings for even more information on
what’s driving experience scores.

How to Get Started

For assistance with this integration, please
reach out to your Decibel or Invoca
representative or visit invoca.com/decibel


